
Opportunity: Visual Designer
Role Type: Contractor

Release Date: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.

The California Office of Digital Innovation is dedicated to constant improvement of its
administrative processes, including our Request for Proposals process. Whether or not

you decide to submit an application, we would appreciate your feedback. Please visit this
brief survey to let us know your thoughts about this document.

We will be offering an information session about this opportunity and how to apply on
Wednesday, October 27, 2021 from 2-3 pm. Join the Zoom Meeting. You may also email

Laura at Laura.Littlefield@digital.ca.gov for the meeting link and information.

Background
The California Office of Digital Innovation seeks to hire up to (3) independent Contractors for a
12-month contract to serve as a Visual Designer. The successful candidates will work remotely
and will report to the Deputy Director of Programs.

Governor Newsom and the Legislature established the Office of Digital Innovation (ODI) in the
Government Operations Agency (GovOps) effective July 1, 2019. The mission of the office is to
deliver better government services to the people of California through technology and design.
ODI works with agencies, departments and the Governor’s Office to rethink, rebuild, and create
services that better serve and engage Californians and enable new efficiencies. ODI uses
research, data, and analytics to help design better services and helps agencies and
departments build their innovation capabilities.

This is an opportunity to create user-focused, accessible products and a consistent user
experience. The successful candidate will use agile, iterative methods and work collaboratively
with user researchers, content designers and engineers to design interfaces that are simple and
easy to use.

California Office of Digital Innovation website: https://digital.ca.gov
California Office of Digital Innovation blog: https://digital.ca.gov/blog/
California Office of Digital Innovation Github: https://github.com/CAGOV

Scope of Work
The Designer will conduct the following services for ODI as an Independent Contractor:

● Incorporate digital product design and visual design into agile development sprints,
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coordinating with researchers, UX designers, content designers, engineers, and product
managers to carry out strategic designs for people’s needs by facilitating product
ideation, developing mockups of user interfaces, and creating prototypes for usability
studies.

● Collaborate with researchers and product managers to plan research initiatives with
internal and external partners and translate research findings into feasible design
solutions that can be implemented by engineering teams.

● Support collaborative decision making by telling compelling stories drawn from research
that illustrate the pros and cons of various design options.

● Use modern design patterns and best practices for digital product design. Utilize and
maintain existing frameworks and libraries to rapidly iterate high fidelity designs and
prototypes.

● Build a strategy and process to build design elements that feed the California Design
System.

● Support branding efforts with internal and external partners and help create visual
identities and brand assets.

● Support campaigns with internal and external partners and help create visual assets.
● Expand design as a discipline and core function of ODI as a multi-disciplinary digital

team and as a model across other state organizations.
● Contribute to design system documentation and collaborate with multidisciplinary teams

and other designers in setting design standards and best practices.
● Consult on implementation of design system elements across the products that ODI

supports including: covid19.ca.gov, drought.ca.gov, and cannabis.ca.gov.
● Share knowledge, techniques, tools, patterns, results and expert advice with colleagues,

partners, and the public.
● Clearly communicate user-centered methods and their value to non-designers.

The successful candidate may be required to perform other assignments as appropriate.

This role will work at least 30 and up to 40 hours per week depending upon the work assigned
by the Deputy Director of Programs. The role depends on working during PST hours but can be
flexible if agreed upon beforehand.

Deliverables
Throughout the life of the contract, the successful candidate will be required to:

● Conceptualize user experiences for new and existing digital products through the use
of user journeys, storyboards, task flows and other design documents and communicate
strategies with stakeholders, engineers and product managers.

● Design high-fidelity user interfaces for new and existing digital products with a focus on
usability and accessibility and present designs to stakeholders, engineers and product
managers.

● Build interactive prototypes for user interfaces for the purposes of stakeholder
feedback and usability testing.

● Design data visualizations that present data in ways that are engaging and easy to
understand.
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● Contribute to, and help maintain, the statewide design system with a focus on UX/UI
components and visual design style guides.

● Provide visual design direction and the creation of graphical assets for digital
campaigns.

● Create visual brand identities for internal and external branding efforts and create
supporting brand assets.

● Evangelize the need for user-centered design with internal and external teams and
contribute to the development of tools, guides, and best practices.

Required Qualifications
The ideal candidate will have:

● A minimum of 5 years experience practicing sound work habits, including:
○ Performing work solo and within a team
○ Working within a multidisciplinary team of engineers, product managers, UX

researchers, content designers, data analysts, etc.
○ Working in agile environments

● A minimum of 3 years doing visual design for brands, campaigns, and/or design
systems, including:

○ Creating visual identities and brand guidelines with respect to color, typography
and other visual attributes

○ Knowledge of data visualization, infographics or other means making complex
information easy to understand

○ Understanding and working within design systems
● A minimum of 3 years doing UX/UI design for digital products and services, including:

○ Using a user-centered process
○ Working through an iterative prototyping process

● A minimum of 1 year of experience in accessible and inclusive design, including:
○ Understanding design and content standards
○ Developing and implementing strategies to design for users with different levels

of literacy and language proficiency

ODI functions in a digital workspace. The ideal candidate will be comfortable working remotely,
relying primarily on digital tools to organize, communicate, and complete tasks. Candidates
must have the following infrastructure in place prior to the contract start date and will not be
reimbursed for:

● Reliable, high-speed internet
● Reliable mobile phone with reliable, continuous cell service
● Reliable access to a desktop or laptop computer and webcam robust enough to run:

○ A web browser
○ Zoom
○ Google Workspace applications
○ Slack
○ Design software (Figma, Photoshop, Illustrator, etc.)
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If selected, the Contractor will be expected to maintain the following technical expertise:
● Knowledge of prototyping, wireframing, UX flow charts, design mockups
● Proficiency in Design Software (Figma, Sketch, Photoshop, Illustrator, etc.)
● Understanding of Visual Design best practices (General design theory, typography,

colory theory, layout icons, etc.)
● Information Architecture to effectively organize and structure content
● Knowledge of agile methodology
● Knowledge of accessible and inclusive design

Ways of Working
ODI’s commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion helps us deliver better government services
to the people of California. Diversity inspires better ideas and more innovative thinking. Feeling
included nurtures a shared sense of community and collective action to take on more
challenging problems. Prioritizing equity ensures we focus on those who are overlooked when
we seek to understand people’s needs and build solutions. We acknowledge our history and
present of implicit and structural injustice, bias and discrimination. We see, hear and accept
each other as each of us brings our lived experiences to our work. We give each other the
support to learn and thrive so we can help all Californians thrive. We understand this work is
never done so we commit to constant improvement.

The successful candidate will be put under contract with the California Office of Digital
Innovation, a unit of the State of California, Government Operations Agency. They will not be
considered a State employee and will not be eligible for benefits, civil service credits, or paid
time off.

ODI offers its contractors a high degree of flexibility while still maintaining the integrity of the
scope of work. If selected, you would have the flexibility to determine your daily schedule and
plan time off as you need it, in collaboration with the contract manager. ODI treats everyone as
a valued team member, with minimal distinctions between contractors and state employees.
Everyone receives the same training and professional development opportunities. Further, ODI’s
team is intentionally dispersed throughout the state and there would be opportunities to provide
your perspective as a resident of your specific community when we’re talking about issues that
affect the whole state.

The term of the contract that results from this RFP will be 12 months. It may be renewed for up
to a total of three years, depending on ODI’s continued need and contractor performance. While
ODI continues to expand their work and is building it’s team of civil service employees, there is
no guarantee of employment beyond the 12-month contract period and no guarantee that this
role will become a permanent civil service position.

The contract may be terminated with 30 days written notice if at any time the contractor’s
performance is deemed unsatisfactory without evidence that the contractor is dedicated to or
capable of sufficient improvement.
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The Deputy Director of Programs will direct the successful candidate’s work, including assigning
and approving hours, projects, and assignments. Work output will be assessed according to the
direction given, how well and efficiently work is done, and how responsive and engaged the
contractor is with the work. The contractor will work remotely but must be available for work
assignments during regular business hours, Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.

Terms and Conditions
The successful candidate must agree to the State’s General Provisions - Information
Technology. Submitting an application packet indicates acceptance of these terms and
conditions.

State preference programs (Small Business and DVBE) are not offered under this opportunity.

Certification
The following certification is required to be included with your application in order to be
considered for this opportunity.

● Darfur Certification
To submit a proposal for this RFP, the applicant is required to certify that you are
not a company in Sudan that is involved in power production activities, mineral
extraction activities, oil-related activities, or the production of military equipment
by filling out the form in the link.

Apply
To be considered for this contract opportunity, please submit the following information to
laura.littlefield@digital.ca.gov by Wednesday, November 3, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.

● A Letter of Interest in PDF format that includes a summary of how your experience and
expertise meets the qualifications and technical expertise requirements outlined above.
Please indicate the hourly rate you feel best represents the value of the scope of work
outlined above within the context of your experience and expertise.

● A résumé in PDF format that includes all past and current paid work relevant to this
opportunity. Reviewers should be able to clearly recognize the required qualifications
and technical expertise requirements in your work history.

● A portfolio of recent work demonstrating your process, technical expertise and your
roles and contributions within a team. Your portfolio should contain 3-4 projects. Provide
as PDF documents or as a hyperlink.

● Three references: Names, titles, and contact information that includes phone and email
information for three references who can speak to your ability to meet the needs of this
opportunity as well as to your work habits and past performance in PDF format.

● A completed, signed copy of the State’s Contractor Certification Clauses. This
document can be accessed at the Office of Legal Services’ website. Click on the CCC
04/2017 link.

● Completed Darfur Certification. See the Certification section for details.

Evaluation
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All applications received by the deadline will be reviewed first for completeness. All complete
applications will be reviewed by an evaluation committee using the criteria outlined on pages
7-8 (Application Scoring Criteria). The evaluation committee will use any and all relevant
components of your application to assess these criteria.

The three (3) candidates whose applications receive the highest scores will be interviewed and
their references will be contacted. The interview and references will be evaluated according to
the criteria outlined on pages 9-10 (Interview Scoring Criteria). If a candidate cannot be reached
to schedule an interview by email and/or phone after three attempts, they will be removed from
consideration. If a candidate is unavailable during the evaluation timeline below, they may be
removed from consideration on a case-by-case basis. Interviewees will be asked questions on
the following topics: design process, visual design expertise, problem solving, and collaboration
style and methods.

The candidates with the highest combined score (Application Scoring Criteria score PLUS
Interview Scoring Criteria score) will be offered the contract. If the candidate chooses not to
enter into the contract, or if the contract is terminated, offers may be made to other candidates
in order of their ranking from highest to lowest. ODI reserves the right to not select any
candidate if (1) a reasonable cost is not submitted, or (2) no candidate meets our needs
according to this opportunity.

Evaluations will take place according to the following timeline:
Thursday, November 4, 2021 - applications will be opened and reviewed for completeness.
November 5-10 (as needed), 2021 - Evaluation. All complete applications will be reviewed and
scored.
November 15-19, 2021 - Top three candidates will be interviewed and their references will be
contacted. All candidates must make themselves available for a possible Zoom interview this
week.
Monday, November 22, 2021 at 12:00 p.m. - Notice of Intent to Award will be posted for 5
business days at our office and on our website.

During this time, you have the right to review all received applications and scoring
documents. Anyone who has submitted an application may protest the award following
state regulations and policies. Visit the Department of General Services’ website for
more details.
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Application Scoring Criteria

Category
Max
pts

21-25 points will be
given when

16-20 points will be
given when

11-15 points will be
given when

6-10 points will be
given when

1-5 points will be
given when

0 points will be given
when

Work habits 25 Candidate provides
substantial
evidence they
practice all aspects
of sound working
habits and could
likely provide
thought leadership
on the subject.

Candidate has 5
years experience in
all three areas of
sound work habits.

Candidate has up to
4 years experience
in at least two areas
of sound work
habits.

Candidate has up
to 3 years
experience in at
least two of the
three areas of
sound work habits.

Candidate has up
to 2 years
experience in at
least one of the
three areas of
sound work habits.

Candidate provides
no evidence they
have experience
practicing sound work
habits as defined in
the Req’d
Qualifications
section.

Visual design 25 Candidate provides
substantial
evidence they can
develop visual
design for brands,
campaigns, and
design systems and
could provide
thought leadership
on the subject.

Candidate has 3
years experience in
all three areas of
visual design.

Candidate has up to
3 years experience
in at least two areas
of visual design.

Candidate has up
to 2 years
experience in at
least two of the
three areas of
visual design.

Candidate has up
to 1 year
experience in at
least one of the
three areas of
visual design.

Candidate provides
no evidence they can
develop visual design
for brands,
campaigns, and
design systems as
defined in the Req’d
Qualifications
section.

UX/UI design 25 Candidate provides
substantial
evidence they can
develop UX/UI
design and could
provide thought
leadership on the
subject.

Candidate has up to
3 years experience
in both areas of
UX/UI design.

Candidate has up to
2 years experience
in both areas of
UX/UI design.

Candidate has up
to 2 years
experience in one
of the two areas of
UX/UI design.

Candidate has up
to 1 year
experience in one
of the two areas of
UX/UI design.

Candidate provides
no evidence they can
create UX/UI design
as defined in the
Req’d Qualifications
section.

Accessible and
inclusive design

25 Candidate provides
substantial
evidence they can
design for
accessibility and
could provide

Candidate has at
least one year
experience in both
areas of accessible
and inclusive
design.

Candidate has at
least one year
experience in one
area but less than
one year experience
in the other area of

Candidate has at
least one year
experience in one
area of accessible
and inclusive
design.

Candidate has less
than one year
experience in
either area of
accessible and
inclusive design.

Candidate provides
no evidence they can
design for
accessibility as
defined in the Req’d
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thought leadership
on the subject.

accessible and
inclusive design.

Qualifications
section.

Category Max
pts.

8-10 points will be
given when

6-7 points will be
given when

5-6 points will be
given when

3-4 points will be
given when

1-2 points will be
given when

0 points will be given
when

Application
Presentation

10 Candidate's
application includes
flawless grammar
and spelling and is
organized for ease
of reading.

Candidate's
application includes
one or two grammar
or spelling errors
and is mostly
organized for ease
of reading.

Candidate's
application includes
a few grammar or
spelling errors and
some information is
buried or out of
place.

Candidate's
application includes
several grammar or
spelling errors. It is
mostly organized
for ease of reading.

Reviewer is unable
to confidently
assess the criteria
due to lack of
organization or
clarity.

Candidate's
application contains
many errors and/or is
disorganized.
Reviewer has
difficulty assessing
other criteria.

Hourly Rate 50 A candidate’s score for this criteria is determined by formula. The formula prioritizes the lowest hourly rate submitted by a
candidate. Total possible points for this criteria is 50.

Total points possible for any application is 160.
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Interview Scoring Criteria
Topics 8-10 points will

be awarded
when

5-7 points will
be awarded
when

3-4 points will be
awarded when

1-2 point will be
awarded when

0 points will be
awarded when

Design Process Candidate
could provide
thought
leadership on
user-centered
design
principles and
practice.

Candidate
effectively
summarizes
thoughts  and
information in a
clear and
concise
manner;
Provides  a
detailed
example; and
demonstrates
solid
experience that
fits the job.

Candidate
summarizes
thoughts and
information in a
relatively clear
and concise
manner;
provides a good
example of
experience or
background that
fits most of the
job, but may
need some
training.

Candidate’s
response is
vague; and/or
has limited
experience and
background

Candidate is
unable to
articulate
examples of
user-centered
design from
their portfolio.

Visual Design
Expertise

Candidate could
provide thought
leadership on
visual design
system principles
and practice.

Candidate
effectively
summarizes
thoughts  and
information in a
clear and
concise
manner;
Provides
detailed
examples; and
demonstrates
solid
experience that
fits the job.

Candidate
summarizes
thoughts and
information in a
relatively clear
and concise
manner;
provides a good
example of
experience or
background that
fits most of the
job, but may
need some
training.

Candidate’s
response is
vague; and/or
has limited
experience and
background

Candidate is
unable to
articulate
examples of
visual design
expertise in
their portfolio.

Problem
Solving

Candidate could
provide thought
leadership on
prototyping
principles and
practice.

Candidate
effectively
summarizes
thoughts  and
information in a
clear and
concise
manner;
Provides  a
detailed
example; and

Candidate
summarizes
thoughts and
information in a
relatively clear
and concise
manner;
provides a good
example of
experience or
background that

Candidate’s
response is
vague; and/or
has limited
experience and
background

Candidate is
unable to
articulate
example of how
they were able
to solve a
problem
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demonstrates
solid
experience that
fits the job.

fits most of the
job, but may
need some
training.

Collaboration
Style and
Methods

Candidate could
provide thought
leadership on
accessible
design principles
and practice.

Candidate
effectively
summarizes
thoughts  and
information in a
clear and
concise
manner;
Provides  a
detailed
example; and
demonstrates
solid
experience that
fits the job.

Candidate
summarizes
thoughts and
information in a
relatively clear
and concise
manner;
provides a good
example of
experience or
background that
fits most of the
job, but may
need some
training.

Candidate’s
response is
vague; and/or
has limited
experience and
background

Candidate is
unable to
articulate
example of
collaboration
style and
methods from
their portfolio.

Total points possible for any interview is 40.
Total points possible for any candidate (combined application and
interview) is 200.
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